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BY STEVE PRYOR 
Storage Strategies

What Level is Your
Playing Field? 

Getting System Information

“Houston, we have a problem...”

Arguably, problem solving is the most
important skill in data processing, and it is
one of the primary functions of anyone who
is involved in the management of complex
systems. Every day, storage managers,
system administrators, applications pro-
grammers, and operators face problems
ranging from the catastrophic (data center
down) to the merely annoying (a JCL
error). The key to solving any problem, of
course, is information. Only when enough
information is gathered about a system can
the cause of a failure be accurately deter-
mined and a reliable correction made. 

In a large data center, one important
piece of information that goes into the
problem-solving process is release data.
Knowing the product ID and release level
of the various components that comprise an
enterprise-scale system can speed problem
solving in a number of ways. When making
a support call to a vendor, the first question
asked is usually “What release are you
running?” The release level is important in
analyzing failures because there is often a
record indicating at what level a problem
first occurred and at what level it was fixed. 

Release information comes in a wide
variety of sometimes complex formats and
terms, such as level-set, build-number, FMID,
PTF, etc. In OS/390 systems, however, it is
often enough to know the version, release and
modification level. 

It is not always obvious just what version
of a product is running or how to determine
it, since each product has its own release
naming scheme as well as it own method
for displaying release information. For
PC-based applications, this data is usually
in the Help/About menu, but with OS/390
components and systems it is often more

difficult to find. Yet release data is important
for more than debugging and problem
solving. Both application programs and
systems software must often obtain release
information during execution in order to
determine whether to take advantage of
features and functions that may only be
available with particular releases.

Let’s examine where and how to find the
release information for some of the more
important products and systems in OS/390. 

OPERATING SYSTEM
INFORMATION

Whether it is called MVS, OS/390, or now
z/OS, the IBM enterprise operating system
keeps its information in control blocks. The
most important of these is the CVT, or
Communications Vector Table, which is
always located at virtual address X’10’. The
CVT and its extensions contain a wealth of
information about the system that is running,
including not only release level, but the
availability of features such as hiperspaces,
support for dynamic LPA and UCBs,
Workload Manager, and so on. Operating
system information is found in two locations,
the 16-byte CVTPROD field (which is
actually in the CVT prefix preceding the
CVT in storage and contains the FMID), and
the ECVTPNAM field (which is actually in
the CVT extension and contains the OS/390
level). Figure 1 shows the use of the TSO
TEST command to display the contents of
the CVT and ECVT fields for operating
system info. This technique can be used to
display any location in common storage.

Control block information is often avail-
able via console commands. The DISPLAY
IPLINFO command, for example, will also
provide release information. Also useful is
the DISPLAY PARMLIB command, which

will show the parmlib datasets used to IPL
the system. D PARMLIB, ERRORS can be
used to display parmlibs that were not
found at IPL time.

HARDWARE INFORMATION

Often useful to both debuggers and vendors
is the CPU ID model number, LPAR name,
and other hardware-oriented information.
The DISPLAY M=CPU command will
display processor IDs and serial numbers.
This information can also be obtained
programatically by examining the PCCA
control block, or better, from the STIDP
(Store CPU ID) instruction. However, since
the STIDP ID instruction does not provide
model information for the new z900
machines, an even better approach is to use
the CSRSI service provided in later releases
of OS/390. The CSRSI service provides
lots of additional hardware information.
Again, flags in the CVT (CVTOSEXT and
CVTCSRS) must be examined to determine
if the CSRSI service is available.

STORAGE MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM INFO

Of particular interest to the storage
administrator are the levels of storage
management software. Generally, the level
of DFSMSdfp will be in sync with the
operating system, but prior to OS/390
Release 2.10 this may vary a bit. For example,
OS/390 Release 2.8 could be running with
either DFSMSdfp Version 1.4 or 1.5.

DFSMSdfp level and other interesting
information, such as flags to indicate access
method compression support, dynamic
linklist, and so on, is kept in the DFA, or
Data Facilities Area, which again is pointed
to by the CVT (CVTDFA). Feature bits that
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indicate whether DFSMShsm, DFSMSdss or ADSM are allowed to
run are also kept here. The DFARELS field contains the DFSMS
level, which for DFSMS Version 1.5 is X’01010500’.

While the levels of DFSMShsm and DFSMSdss should match
those of DFSMSdfp, it is possible to determine them independently.
The DFSMSdss level can be found through the ADRMCLVL
macro or in the first four bytes of the ADRRELVL load module.
DFSMShsm information can be found in the Queue Control Table,
or (M)QCT, which again is pointed to by the CVT. Prior to OS/390
Release 2.10, the DFSMShsm version can be found in the
MQCTVRM field of the QCT, but with OS/390 Release 2.10, the
MQCT_VRM field must also be checked. One common use of the
QCT by programs is to check the MQCTFACT flag in the fifth byte
of the QCT to see if DFSMShsm is active.

Many ISV products, such as SyncSort and FDR, place release
information in their SYSPRINT output or on their ISPF panels. For
users of the FDRABR ISPF interface, there is an undocumented panel
(option ‘B’ on the main menu) that provides such useful debugging
functions as dumping UCBs, running AMBLIST, or locating the origin
(linklist, LPA, steplib) of a particular load module. Many vendors
have similar tools, sometimes undocumented, which can be valuable
in obtaining enough information to diagnose system problems.

USING REXX TO OBTAIN INFORMATION

Often it is not necessary to go to the trouble of writing an assembler
language program to dynamically obtain release information.
REXX, for example, provides a number of built-in functions that
can be used to obtain information from system control blocks. One
of these is the SYSVAR function, which runs in a TSO/E environ-
ment. Another is the MVSVAR function, which can run in any
address space. The STORAGE function, another TSO/E function,
can be used to obtain the contents of a location in virtual storage,
such as a control block. Figure 2 provides an example of a simple
REXX EXEC to list the current release levels of a number of sys-
tem components.

There are also a number of utilities written by the OS/390 user
community that can be used to obtain version and feature information
and other data useful in debugging and analysis or just day-to-day
problem-solving. One particularly useful utility is Gilbert St.

Flour’s SHOWMVS utility, available on File 183 of the CBT tape,
which can be accessed through the NaSPA web site at www.naspa.com.
Another utility, available from IBM at http://www-4.ibm.com/
software/ad/ispf/downloads/tasid.html, is Doug Nadel’s TASID.
Whatever the source, the ability to quickly and accurately
determine what version of a product or system is running and
what features are available, is an important asset for storage and
system administrators.  

NaSPA member Steve Pryor is a senior software developer with DTS
Software, Inc., a vendor of enterprise storage management products.
Steve has been involved in software development, storage management,
and disaster recovery for more than 20 years. He can be contacted at
pryor@atlanta.com.

TEST ‘SYS1.LINKLIB(IEFBR14)’           
TEST                                  

L 10.?-100+D8 L(32) C                  
00FCE018.  SP6.0.9 JBB6609            
TEST                                  

L 10.?-100+18C?+1E0 L(38) C            
016889D0.  IBM CORP        OS/390     
016889F0.  020900

FIGURE 1: USING TSO TEST TO DISPLAY CVTPRODN AND ECVTPOWN 

The MVSVAR functions can execute in any address space. The SYSVAR functions must
run in a TSO address space. 

/* REXX */                                   
Say ‘Sysplex name     =’ mvsvar(“sysplex”)   
Say ‘System name      =’ mvsvar(“sysname”)   
Say ‘OS/390 version   =’ mvsvar(“sysopsys”)  
Say ‘MVS version      =’ mvsvar(“sysmvs”)    
Say ‘DFSMSdfp version =’ mvsvar(“sysdfp”)    
Say ‘SMF name         =’ mvsvar(“syssmfid”)  
Say ‘SYSCLONE         =’ mvsvar(“sysclone”)  

/*** TSO/E FUNCTIONS ***/                    
Say ‘JES version      =’ sysvar(“sysjes”)    
Say ‘DFSMShsm version =’ sysvar(“syshsm”)    
Say ‘RACF version     =’ sysvar(“syslracf”)  
Say ‘TSO/E version    =’ sysvar(“syshsm”)

FIGURE 2: A REXX EXEC TO DISPLAY SYSTEM INFORMATION 


